Measurements of wake-induced electron beam deflection in a dechirper at the Linac Coherent Light Source
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The RadiaBeam/SLAC dechirper, a structure consisting of pairs of flat, metallic, corrugated plates, has been installed just upstream of the undulators in the Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS). As a dechirper, with the beam passing between the plates on axis, longitudinal wakefields are induced that can remove unwanted energy chirp in the beam. However, with the beam passing off axis, strong transverse wakes are also induced. This mode of operation has already been used for the production of intense, multi-color photon beams using the Fresh-Slice technique, and is being used to develop a diagnostic for attosecond bunch length measurements. Here we measure, as function of offset, the strength of the transverse wakefields that are excited between the two plates, and also for the case of the beam passing near to a single plate. We compare with analytical formulas from the literature, and find good agreement. This report presents the first systematic measurements of the transverse wake strength in a dechirper, one that has been excited by a bunch with the short pulse duration and high energy found in an X-ray free electron laser.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS) [1] is a user facility at SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory generating femtosecond-long X-ray photon pulses. The precise control of the electron beam parameters is essential for the optimal performance of the free electron laser (FEL) [2, 3].

In order to generate X-ray FEL pulses, high slice electron density, low slice emittance, and low slice energy spread are needed [4]. At the LCLS the high current is achieved via a staged magnetic compression scheme. Normally, however, an uncorrected longitudinal position to energy correlation—an energy chirp—remains after the bunch has left the final compressor chicane. An idea was developed of using a metallic structure with small corrugations for chirp control in X-ray FELs [5]. When placed after the linac, such a “dechirper”, through wakefields induced by the beam, can passively remove unwanted energy chirp before the beam enters the undulator. One such device, the RadiaBeam/SLAC dechirper, was installed in the LCLS at the end of 2015. It consists of two modules, each comprising two, flat adjustable corrugated plates with the beam passing in between.

In addition to the longitudinal wake effect in the dechirper, the induced transverse wake effects are strong and cannot be ignored. If the beam moves through the device off axis, a strong transverse kick is induced that is largest at the tail of the bunch; but even if the beam passes through the structure on axis, strong induced quadrupole wakes can greatly increase the beam’s projected emittance. Nevertheless, recently there has been success in taking advantage of the strong transverse wake forces. Dechirper transverse wakefields were used to selectively control the electron bunch lasing slice at the LCLS, allowing for the production of intense, multi-color photon beams using the Fresh-Slice technique [6]. A similar idea is being investigated, one that has the beam on axis and uses the quad wake to select the lasing slice [7].

Also, temporal diagnostic schemes based on the transverse wakes have been demonstrated at low energies [8], and hold the promise of an attosecond electron bunch diagnostic operating at high energies [9].

The measurement of the wakefields—both longitudinal and transverse—of a flat plate dechirper was performed before [10]; however, the beam energy and current were low: \(\sim 70\) MeV and \(\sim 40\) A, respectively. The same can be said for detailed measurements of the quad wake of a dechirper [11]. In contrast, the measurements presented here have the energies (\(\approx 6\) GeV) and currents (several kA’s) of a functioning X-ray FEL. Since the bunch is much shorter, we probe the impedance to much higher frequencies than has been done before. Note that some of the results presented here, as well as additional aspects of the measurements, can be also found in Ref. [12].

In this report, we present measurements of the deflection of an electron bunch: (1) as it passes off axis between two plates of the RadiaBeam/LCLS dechirper, as a function of offset, and (2) as it passes near a single plate of the dechirper, as a function of beam offset. We will compare the measurements with analytical formulas derived in Ref. [13]. Note that these formulas were confirmed to agree well with numerical simulations (for the typical LCLS bunch lengths) using the computer pro-
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gram Echo(2D) [14]. In the present work we also report on measurements of the transverse kick experienced by a beam passing close to a single dechirper plate. These results are compared with wake formulas found in [15].

This report is organized as follows. In Sec. II we present the analytical wake formulas that are used to compare to the measurements. In Sec. III the experimental setup is described. In Sec. IV we present two-plate measurement results and compare to theory, and in Sec. V we do the same for the single plate measurements. The conclusions come in Sec. VI. In Appendix A we derive the average kick for a uniform bunch from the wakefield formulas, and also present longitudinal results needed for the single plate comparisons.

II. THEORY OF WAKEFIELD-INDUCED ELECTRON DEFLECTION

The concept of wakefield is useful for the study of beam dynamics of high energy, charged-particle beams in an accelerator. Leading charged particles generate an electromagnetic field (wakefield) that interacts with the boundary and then acts on trailing particles. For a high energy beam passing through a device, like a dechirper, the effect can be described by an impulse kick on each particle. For a line charge beam moving at offset \( x \) parallel to the \( z \) axis of such a structure, the kick induced at longitudinal position \( s \) (within the bunch) by a transverse wakefield is described by the convolution

\[
V_x(s, x) = Q L \int_{-\infty}^{s} w_x(s - s', x) \lambda(s') ds',
\]

with \( Q \) the bunch charge, \( L \) the length of structure, \( w_x(s, x) \) the transverse, point charge wakefield (in units of \( V/pC \) per unit length), and \( \lambda(s) \) the longitudinal bunch distribution (normalized to unit area). Here the head of the bunch is located in the negative \( s \) direction, with \( s_{\text{head}} < s_{\text{tail}} \).

A. Wakes for a pencil beam in flat geometry

Our measurements concern “pencil beams,” \textit{i.e.} beams with a transverse extent that is small compared to the aperture or distance to the nearest wall. Consider a vacuum chamber object that has flat geometry, oriented as the two plates of the horizontal dechirper used in the measurements of this report (the plates are parallel to the \( x = 0 \) plane, which defines the symmetry axis). For small offsets from the axis, the transverse point charge wake can be written in the form [16]

\[
w_x(s) = x_0 \bar{w}_d(s) + x \bar{w}_q(s), \quad \bar{w}_y(s) = \bar{w}_q(s)(y_0 - y),
\]

with \((x_0, y_0), (x, y)\), respectively the offset of the leading and trailing particle; with \( \bar{w}_d(s), \bar{w}_q(s) \), respectively the dipole and quadrupole wake functions (the over-bars indicate that these functions are normalized to offset and thus have different units than \( w_x(y) \)). For the case of two particles still near each other transversally but away from the axis, with the leading particle at offset \( x_0 \) and the trailing one at \( x \) (with \(|x - x_0| \) small compared to the the distance to the nearest wall), the wakes are of the form [13]

\[
w_x(s) = w_d(s, x_0) + \bar{w}_q(s, x_0)(x - x_0), \quad \bar{w}_y(s) = \bar{w}_q(s, x_0)(y_0 - y).
\]

In this case, both the dipole and quad wake components depend non-linearly on the offset \( x_0 \). For the case of a beam near a single plate at offset \( b \), the form of the wakes is the same but with the parameter \( x_0 \) replaced by \( b \).

The transverse wakes at the origin in \( s \) (at \( s = 0^+ \)) start with a linear slope. In a two-plate dechirper of gap \( 2a \), for a beam near the axis, the slopes at the origin of the dipole and quad wake functions are given by (see e.g. [16])

\[
\bar{w}_d = \bar{w}_q = \frac{x^3}{128} \frac{Z_0 c}{a^4},
\]

with \( Z_0 = 377 \, \Omega \) and \( c \) the speed of light. For a pencil beam passing by a single dechirper plate, the slopes of the transverse wakes at \( s = 0^+ \) are given as [15]

\[
\bar{w}_d = \frac{Z_0 c}{4\pi b^3}, \quad \bar{w}_q = \frac{3 Z_0 c}{8\pi b^4}.
\]

B. Analytical formulas for short bunches

The dechirper geometry is sketched in Fig. 1. The parameters are half gap \( a \) and corrugation parameters: period \( p \), longitudinal gap \( t \), and depth \( h \). Ideally, the corrugation parameters of a dechirper are small (\( h, p \ll a \)), but with \( h \gtrsim p \) [5]. The equations described below apply for the type of parameters of the RadiaBeam/SLAC dechirper and the short bunches at the end of the LCLS. They are the equations for a horizontal dechirper, \textit{i.e.} one with plates parallel to the \( x = 0 \) plane, like the one shown in the figure.

The transverse point charge wake, both for the cases of the beam at offset \( x \) between two plates and the beam at distance \( b \) from a single plate, is given in the form [13]

\[
w_x(s) = \left(\frac{Z_0 c}{4\pi}\right) A s_{0x} \left[1 - \left(1 + \sqrt{s/s_{0x}}\right)e^{-\sqrt{s/s_{0x}}}ight],
\]

with \( A \) and \( s_{0x} \) constants that depend on the aperture, the beam offset, and the corrugation parameters. Here the leading and trailing particles are taken to have identical transverse offsets; thus \( w_x \) equals the first, dipole term of Eq. 3. For two plates separated by distance \( 2a \), with the beam offset from the axis by \( x \), the constants...
are (subscript \(d\) stands for “double” plates)

\[
A_d = \frac{\pi^3}{4a^2} \sec^2 \left( \frac{\pi x}{2a} \right) \tan \left( \frac{\pi x}{2a} \right),
\]

\[
s_{0,cd} = 4 s_{0,r} \left[ \frac{3}{2} + \frac{\pi x}{a} \csc \left( \frac{\pi x}{a} \right) - \frac{\pi x}{2a} \cot \left( \frac{\pi x}{a} \right) \right]^{-2}
\]

the scale factor

\[
s_{0,r} = \frac{a^2 t}{2 \pi \alpha^2 (t/p)p^2},
\]

where \(\alpha(\zeta) = 1 - 0.465 \sqrt{\zeta} - 0.070 \zeta\).

In the case of a beam passing by a single plate at distance \(b\), the constants are given by (subscript \(s\) stands for “single” plate) [15]

\[
A_s = \frac{2}{b^4}, \quad s_{0,rs} = \frac{8 \beta^2 t}{9 \pi \alpha^2 p^2}.
\]

When the beam passes the dechirper off axis, it receives a transverse wake kick, which translates to a change in offset at a downstream beam position monitor (BPM). In the experiments described below we record the change in offset at such a BPM, which actually measures the offset change averaged over the longitudinal bunch distribution. Since, in our case, there is only a drift region between dechirper and measuring BPM, the change in (averaged) offset is simply given as

\[
\Delta x_w = e Q \kappa_z L_{BPM}/E,
\]

with \(e\) the charge of an electron, \(L\) the length of the dechirper plate, \(L_{BPM}\) the distance from dechirper to the measuring BPM, \(\kappa_z\) the kick factor (the average of the transverse bunch wake), and \(E\) the bunch energy. The bunch at the end of the LCLS is short and, to good approximation, has a uniform bunch distribution. The expression for \(\kappa_z\), for a short, uniform bunch of full length \(\ell\), is derived in Appendix A and given as

\[
\kappa_z = \left( \frac{Z_0 e}{8\pi} \right) A s_{0,z} f_z \left( \frac{\ell}{s_{0,z}} \right),
\]

with

\[
f_z(\zeta) = 1 - \frac{12}{\zeta} + \frac{120}{\zeta^2} - 8e^{-\sqrt{\zeta}} \left( \frac{1}{\zeta^{1/2}} + \frac{6}{\zeta} + \frac{15}{\zeta^{3/2}} + \frac{15}{\zeta^2} \right).
\]

The parameters of the RadiaBeam/LCLS dechirper are given in Table I. Note that at the smallest values of \(a\), the corrugation parameters are not small (\(h, p \ll a\)).

### III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

In Fig. 2 we sketch the LCLS beam line, where we focus on the RadiaBeam/SLAC dechirper and the diagnostics used in the measurements of this report. At the right in the top row, after the injector and linacs, we show the dechirper region, including the vertical dechirper module, followed by a quadrupole, and then the horizontal dechirper module. Note that the relative scale of distances in the sketch is greatly distorted; e.g. in reality the linacs are much longer than the other objects in the figure. The measurements described in this report have the vertical dechirper jaws opened wide, and use only the horizontal module, which kicks the beam horizontally (in \(x\)). In our measurements, the first BPM past the dechirper, BPM 590, at a distance of \(L_{BPM} = 16.26\) m from the dechirper center, is used to measure the wake kick; note that there is only drift space between dechirper and BPM.

During the two-plate measurements, described first below, the beam was very stable. After the transverse scans in the dechirper were taken, the current profile of the beam was measured using the X-band transverse RF-deflector (XTCAV) [17] and its screen, both located downstream of the undulator. The bunch form was needed for the theoretical calculations.

During the single plate measurements, described below, the shot-by-shot bunch length is measured using the coherent edge radiation generated in the last bend of the final bunch compressor, BC2 (located just before Linac 3; see Fig. 2) [18]. To compare with these measurements, we use the formulas assuming a uniform bunch distribution. Supporting longitudinal measurements use BPM 693, located downstream in the beam dump region, to measure energy change (where dispersion \(\eta_x = 57.7\) cm).

It is important to note that in the RadiaBeam/SLAC dechirper, the jaws are independently adjustable at both
FIG. 2. Sketch of the LCLS beam line, focusing on the RadiaBeam/SLAC decircher and the diagnostics used in the measurements of this report. Note that the relative scale of distances is greatly distorted; e.g., in reality the linacs are much longer than the other objects in the figure. During the measurements, the first, vertical decircher module is kept wide open and the second, horizontal one’s effect on the beam is investigated.

ends. Although, in setup, we normally endeavor to align them parallel to each other and to the beam motion, we expect to inevitably end up with a small amount of residual taper.

IV. TWO-PLATE MEASUREMENTS

For the first measurement we set the half gap between the jaws to $a = 1$ mm. Here charge $Q = 152$ pC and energy $E = 6.6$ GeV. We keep the beam fixed, scan the decircher across the beam, and measure the offset at BPM 590, $\Delta x_w$. The results are given in Fig. 3, where the abscissa is the offset of the beam with respect to the decircher axis, $x$ (a positive offset gives a positive kick). The figure shows the data (plotting symbols with error bars) and calculations (the curves). Each data point represents the average of 40 shots, with error bars showing $+/-$ one standard deviation. (However, in this and some following plots, the error bars are so small as to not be visible.) The bunch shape (with head to the left) as obtained from the XTCAV screen, is given in the inset figure.

The first thing that we note is that the data set is good, in that the nine data points trace out a smooth, nearly perfectly anti-symmetric curve about the origin, which is theoretically required in a two-plate decircher that is symmetric in $x$. For the scale of the wake effect, note that a value of $\Delta x_w = 0.4$ mm corresponds to an average kick of $V_x = 100$ kV.

For the comparison calculations, we first numerically performed the wake convolution (Eq. 1) with the measured bunch shape and the wake function (Eqs. 6, 7), to obtain the voltage $V_x$; then the result is given by $\Delta x_w = eV_x L_{BP M}/E$. In a second calculation, we used the analytical solution assuming a uniform bunch distri-
bution (Eqs. 10, 11) to obtain the deflection \( \Delta x_w \). In this case we need an effective full bunch length \( \ell \). This parameter was obtained from the measured bunch shape as \( \ell = 2\sqrt{3} \tau_{rms} \), with \( \tau_{rms} \) the numerically obtained, rms width (in time) of the bunch distribution. This calculation yields an effective peak current of \( I = 1.76 \text{ kA} \) and full length of \( \ell = 25.9 \mu\text{m} \).

In Fig. 3 we plot the two calculation results on the same plot as the data. However, to obtain a good fit to the data, we changed the half-aperture parameter \( a \) in the calculations by \(-11\%\). The straight slanted line in the figure gives the slope of the calculations at the origin. We note that the analytical formula assuming a uniform bunch distribution (the orange curve) is almost identical to the more involved convolution calculation (the black, dashed line). The analytical formula also agrees well with the measured data, except for the \(-11\%\) scale factor. At the moment we do not understand the source of the discrepancy. If it is an error in the measurement, it may be due to the inaccuracy of knowing the jaw separation and/or an unknown tilt in the jaws.

We repeat the measurement, but now with half gap \( a = 1.55 \text{ mm} \), charge \( Q = 187 \text{ pC} \), and energy \( E = 13.3 \text{ GeV} \). The data is shown in Fig. 4 (the plotting symbols), with the error bars again small and barely visible. Note that the data points, at first, were shifted upward in the figure, by \( 40 \mu\text{m} \), to yield zero kick on axis; and then, to make the data anti-symmetric, they were shifted to the right by \( 35 \mu\text{m} \). Note that a value of \( \Delta x_m = 0.3 \text{ mm} \) here corresponds to a kick of \( V_x = 245 \text{ kV} \).

![Figure 4](image)

**FIG. 4.** Deflection as function of beam offset from the axis in one dechirper module, showing data (plotting symbols) and calculations (flat-top approximation, the curve), for half gap \( a = 1.55 \text{ mm} \). Note that the error bars in the data are small and barely visible. The gap in the analytical calculation was reduced by \( 6\% \) to fit the experimental data. The straight line gives the slope of the curve at the origin. The bunch shape, with head to the left, is given in the inset figure.

For the comparison calculation, we used the analytical solution assuming a uniform bunch distribution. From the bunch shape measured by XTCAV (see inset) we find the effective peak current and full bunch length as before; the results are \( I = 4.33 \text{ kA} \) and \( \ell = 13.0 \mu\text{m} \). To obtain a good fit to the data, we changed the half-aperture parameter \( a \) in the calculations by \(-6\%\). The straight, dashed line gives the slope of the wake at the origin, which we see is much smaller than before. The wake effect over most of the measured range is quite small; it only begins to become significant for \( |x| \geq 1 \text{ mm} \). The agreement between theory and measurement is quite good.

**V. SINGLE JAW MEASUREMENTS**

With the beam passing by a single jaw of the dechirper, its offset at BPM 590, \( \Delta x_w \), was measured as function of distance of the beam from the jaw, \( b \). One set of measurements used the north jaw of the horizontal dechirper module, the other used the south jaw. Careful setup of the beam allowed the electron bunch to be much closer to the jaw (than in the two-plate examples above), resulting in a stronger induced wakefield. The recording of \( \sim 1000 \) measurements per scan step allowed for aggressive filtering with respect to incoming orbit and beam current (using the coherent edge radiation, bunch length monitor). For the north (south) jaw data presented below, we ended up keeping more than \( 25 \) (50) data points, except when the beam was \( 0.5 \text{ mm} \) or closer to the jaw, when the number of good points dropped to \( \sim 10 \).

The beam parameters were charge \( Q = 180 \text{ pC} \), peak current \( I = 3.5 \text{ kA} \), which implies that the full bunch length \( \ell = 14 \mu\text{m} \); and energy \( E = 13 \text{ GeV} \). To clearly know the zero in kick, we included data points with the beam many millimeters from the jaw. Unlike in the two-plate measurements, in the single-plate case we can't use symmetry to help judge the goodness of the data. A fit of the model, Eqs. 10, 11, to the measurements was performed, where we allow for an overall shift in \( b \), denoted by \( \Delta b \).

At the same time as measuring the transverse kick, as a consistency check, we measured the longitudinal wake effect using a downstream BPM in a dispersive region, BPM 693. This gives us the average energy loss of the beam to the wakefields. Fitting this data to the longitudinal formulas in the same way, and comparing the fitted offset with that of the transverse measurement gives us a better idea of the accuracy of the analytical models. From the measurements we obtain the energy loss as \( \Delta U = x_m E/\eta_x \), with \( x_m \) the measured offset and \( \eta_x \) the dispersion at the BPM 693 (here \( \eta_x = 57.7 \text{ cm} \)). For the calculations, it is given by \( \Delta U = e Q L x \), with the loss factor \( x \) derived in Appendix A, in Eq. A6.

In Fig. 5, the top plot, we present the north jaw transverse measurement results. Note that for the single plate measurements, \( \Delta x_w > 0 \) indicates a kick toward the jaw. A value of \( \Delta x_m = 0.6 \text{ mm} \) corresponds to a kick of \( V_x = 480 \text{ kV} \). We see that the fit of the theory (the curve) to the data (the plotting symbols) is good. The
fit gives an overall shift of $\Delta b = -161 \ \mu m$, and the data in the plot has been shifted by this amount. In Fig. 5, the bottom plot, we present the north jaw energy measurements. We note that there is more scatter in the energy loss data than in the transverse kick data. We see that the fit of the theory to the data again is good. The fit gives an overall shift of $\Delta b = -138 \ \mu m$ (and, like before, the data in the plot has been shifted by this amount). We see that, in both cases, the theory agrees well with the measurements, and the fitted shifts also are in reasonable agreement with each other.

![Graphs showing single north jaw measurements of transverse and longitudinal wakefield kicks](image)

**FIG. 5.** Single north jaw measurements of transverse (top) and longitudinal (bottom) wakefield kicks. The symbols give the data points, with their $b$ values shifted by $-161 \ \mu m$ (top) and $-138 \ \mu m$ (bottom); the curves give the analytical theory.

The measurements were repeated with the south jaw, and the results are shown in Fig. 6. We see that, in the energy measurements of the first two points, the standard deviation of error is quite large; this is partly because the number of accepted scans for these points is small, only 10 and 8, respectively. From the figure we see that the fits to the data again are good. This time the fitted shifts are $-58 \ \mu m$ (for the transverse kick data) and $-73 \ \mu m$ (for the longitudinal data). Again the fitted shifts are in reasonable agreement with each other.

![Graphs showing single south jaw measurements of transverse and longitudinal wakefield kicks](image)

**FIG. 6.** Single south jaw measurements of transverse (top) and longitudinal (bottom) wakefield kicks. The symbols give the data points, with their $b$ values shifted by $-58 \ \mu m$ (top) and $-73 \ \mu m$ (bottom); the curves give the analytical theory.

Before leaving this topic, we should mention that we have made two assumptions in the analysis: (1) that the beam passes by the dechirper jaw with little $x$--$z$ tilt, and (2) that the jaw itself is not tilted. The beam is likely not tilted by much, but as to the jaw tilt, we don't have a good estimate of it. We can just say that the good agreement with the data, and the reasonably good agreement of the fitted shifts for both data sets, are signs that the theory is good and so is our understanding of the dechirper jaw orientation. The same holds true for the double jaw measurements. Expected deviations are below $100 \ \mu m$.

**VI. CONCLUSIONS**

The RadiaBeam/SLAC dechirper has been installed at the Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS). Rather than its use as a dechirper, it is the strong transverse kick, induced when the beam passes by off axis, that has received the most interest. This way of using the dechirper has...
already been employed to e.g. facilitate the production of intense, two-color photon beams for users [6], and is currently being used to develop a diagnostic for attosecond bunch length measurements [9]. Thus, for the LCLS, measurements of the strength of the transverse wakefields in this device is an important task that increases our understanding of the dechirper and facilitates our using it in novel ways. In this report, we present the first systematic measurements of the transverse wakefields in a dechirper, when excited by a bunch with the short pulse duration and high energy found in an X-ray FEL.

We have presented measurements of wake kick as function of beam offset for a bunch passing between the two plates of the horizontal dechirper module and compared with analytical calculations. For two example half-gap settings, we found good agreement between theory and measurement, once the aperture (in the calculations) was adjusted by −11% and −6%, respectively.

We repeated the measurement for the case of a beam passing by each of the jaws of the horizontal dechirper module separately (with the other jaw parked far from the beam). We found good agreement between theory and measurement when we allowed for an overall offset in distance of the bunch from the jaw, ∆b, adjusted by the beam. We found good agreement between theory and measurement, once the aperture (in the calculations) was adjusted by −11% and −6%, respectively.

In Appendix A we derived analytical formulas for the average longitudinal and transverse wake kicks excited by a short, uniform bunch passing through two-plates (or by a single plate) of a dechirper. In analyzing the first, two-plate measurement example, we demonstrated that these formulas agree almost perfectly with the more accurate, convolution method applied to an LCLS-type bunch.
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**Appendix A: Average Wake for Uniform Bunch Distribution, Analytical Model**

Analytical formulas were developed for the longitudinal and transverse point charge wakes, for the cases of beam between two dechirper plates [13] and near a single plate [15]. These formulas were shown to agree well with numerical simulations. For a line-charge or pencil beam (one with small transverse extent) with a uniform longitudinal distribution, it turns out that the average longitudinal and transverse wakefield kicks also are given by simple analytical expressions. We derive these expressions here.

**Transverse**

The bunch wake is given by the convolution of the point charge wake and the bunch distribution. If the longitudinal bunch distribution is uniform of length ℓ, λ = H(s)H(ℓ − s)/ℓ, where H(s) = 1 (0), for s > 0 (< 0), the kick factor—the average of the transverse bunch wake—is given by

\[ x_s = \frac{1}{\ell} \int_0^\ell w_x(s) \left(1 - \frac{s}{\ell}\right) ds = \left(\frac{Z_0 c}{8\pi}\right) A s_{0x} f_x \left(\frac{\ell}{s_{0x}}\right), \]

where we used \(w_x(s)\) as given in Eq. 6; here

\[ f_x(\zeta) = 1 - \frac{12}{\zeta} + \frac{120}{\zeta^2} - 8e^{-\sqrt{\zeta}} \left(\frac{1}{\zeta^{1/2}} + \frac{6}{\zeta^{3/2}} + \frac{15}{\zeta^2} + \frac{15}{\zeta^3}\right). \]

**Longitudinal**

The longitudinal point charge wake, for a beam between two dechirper plates separated by distance 2a, or offset a distance b from a single plate, is given in the form [13]

\[ w_z(s) = \left(\frac{Z_0 c}{4\pi}\right) B e^{-\sqrt{s/s_{0l}}}, \]

with constants \(B\) and the longitudinal scale factor \(s_{0l}\). In the case of a beam between two plates, the constants are given by

\[ B_d = \frac{\pi^2}{4a^2} \sec^2 \left(\frac{\pi x}{2a}\right), \]

\[ s_{0d} = 4s_{0e} \left[1 + \frac{1}{3} \cos^2 \left(\frac{\pi x}{2a}\right) + \left(\frac{\pi x}{2a}\right) \tan \left(\frac{\pi x}{2a}\right)\right]^2. \]
In the case of a beam near a single plate, the constants are \[15\]

\[
B_s = \frac{1}{b^2}, \quad s_{0s} = \frac{2b^2t}{\pi \alpha s^2}.
\]

(A5)

For a uniform bunch distribution, the loss factor—the average of the longitudinal bunch wake—is given by

\[
\kappa = \frac{1}{\ell} \int_0^\ell w_z(s) \left(1 - \frac{s}{\ell}\right) ds = \left(\frac{Z_{0c}}{4\pi}\right) Bf_z \left(\frac{\ell}{s_{0l}}\right),
\]

(A6)

with

\[
f_z(\zeta) = \frac{2}{\zeta} \left(1 - \frac{6}{\zeta}\right)e^{-\zeta^4} \left[\frac{4}{\zeta^4} \left(1 + \frac{3}{\zeta}\right) + \frac{12}{\zeta^{4/2}}\right].
\]

(A7)


